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BIM BATCH SUITE
BIM Batch Suite provides tools that allow Revit users
to process workflows en masse, with a focus on
importing and exporting data.
Gain more control over many common tasks with intelligent upgrading,
parametric filtering, selective family loading and exporting
Easy to use, intuitive interfaces for every Revit project team member
Powerful scheduling and configuration features for enterprises
Reduces tedious, time consuming processes to just minutes

FREE TOOLS

After 14 day trial expires, these tools will remain fully functional

Family Exporter
Easily select specific families to export from projects
Automatically create folder structures based on family categories and
geometry
Add custom text to exported file names
Control whether to overwrite or skip previously exported files in the
target folders

Family Loader
Batch load families into multiple projects
Loads families into families
Selectively load families from multiple folders of files
Choose whether to reload updated or all selected families

Quick & Easy - Proven ROI - Efficient - Standards

PREMIUM TOOLS

These tools are available with purchase of the CIM Project Suite.

Plotter and Exporter
Create and schedule jobs for exporting to files or plotting to paper
Exports to PDF, DWG, DXF, DGN, DWF, DWFx, Navisworks, IFC and FBX
Schedule exports to occur automatically, unattended
Incredibly intuitive interface and easy to learn
Drag and drop from a project or use wildcards to dynamically search for
views and sheets to export
Views and sheets can be searched for by names, types revision status and
parameter values
Comes with a free PDF printer driver

Projects & Families Upgrader
Upgrade multiple projects and templates at once
Upgrade multiple families at once
Migrate workshared (central) files automatically or upgrade in place
Automatically adjust linked Revit and CAD file paths to new locations
Easily select files in an intuitive user interface
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Learn More at:
https://www.solidcad.ca/partner-products/ctc-software/
For services and support related to CTC Express
Tools, contact us at:
1.877.438.2231

sales@solidcad.ca

